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At LUT we started implementing an IDM solution back in 2003 to meet the need for accurate login data across multiple systems. Since then we have ruled standard IDM solution models to be too inefficient for dynamic organization environments such as ours since it leaves lots of manual effort, coding and administration work in order to keep up with the environment.
From IDM point of view, LUT environment is a rapidly changing one with almost annually changing multiple identity sources, variable data syntaxes, new connected systems and constantly living organizational structures. These changes cannot be handled well with standard IDM implementation models.
Every solution is a compromise and we have had to do ones too but we have managed to pull it off quite well with some unique solutions. These solutions can handle dynamic situations with minimal effort keeping it simple as well.
Our solutions include:
 Contract based provisioning: a fine-grained and easy interface to identities.
The use of contract based provisioning makes identity data input from multiple parallel sources very straightforward and easy to implement.  Internal, automated auditing: autonomous auditing and resynchronizing of identity data.
Regular internal data checking detects and repairs invalid data caused by event based operation with occasional faults in source systems, data communications or hardware. Data consistency is regained though triggering of the shared use of identity workflow policies.  Dynamic organization tree: identities are stored in a tree that is updated in real time.
Organizational tree is maintained in real time through standardized internal data format for organizational data enabling easy interface for organizational data from multiple sources.  Centralized identity vault: all identity data is stored in our central identity vault.
Centralized identity vault enables easy migration of new systems. The vault contains all the identity data available from source systems and calculated data that are refined suitable for current and future target systems.  Three stage IDM model: the technical process is split into parts for easier configuration and less mistakes I will try to open up these techniques, their requirements and benefits with my presentation at EUNIS 2013.
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